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How it works

Customers access libraries during 
unstaffed hours

Usually, access is restricted to 
customers who “opt-in” to the open 
hours program

Participants agree to special terms of 
use and privacy expectations (delivered 
via orientation with staff)



Input from adoptees
What’s working for rural and 

suburban branches in North America

Charles Pace, Executive Director
Gwinnett County Public Libraries 

Georgia
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Sherry Fahim, Director of Digital Technology
Freelton branch, Hamilton Public Libraries

Ontario, Canada
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Nancy Schram, Library Director 
Hill Road Library

Ventura County, California
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Pat Cannon, Patron Experience Supervisor
Ridgedale Library

Minnetonka



1) Has Open+ improved service capacity?
● All locations report increased circulation and use of on-site resources 

● All plan to extend open hours to other branches in their library system (but 
generally not to larger central branches, and not always via the Open+) 

● Community responses have been overwhelmingly positive, despite some 
early concerns about safety, privacy, and changes for staff. 



2) Is it safe for customers and staff?
No safety issues at any location; theft and vandalism same as staffed hours 

All locations have employed a membership model, allowing for:
● One-on-one orientation from staff
● User accountability during unstaffed hours 
● Community “sense of ownership” 

Additional security options 
● All interviewees purchased video surveillance systems (raising installation 

costs and privacy concerns)
● Many have hired security staff to help with open / close



3) Accessibility issues?  

Building access and self-checkout 
● Ridgedale and Hamilton installed 

direct-line help phones connected 
to staff at a central branch

Consider a trial period
● Branches that enjoyed the 

smoothest rollout allowed users to 
experiment with tech during staffed 
hours (including self-checkout)



4) What about staff?

None of the branches have reduced staff hours since rollout

Smaller branches have increased staff hours to meet higher circulation demands

● Ventura Library: Local SEIU now endorses Open+ after initial skepticism 
● Hamilton Library:  Only had one staff member available for 16 hours over 6 

days / wk; now she’s up to 20 hours over days / wk; Local SEIU also 
endorses Open+

● Gwinnett: Added 105 staff hours without hiring new staff members since 
2016; staff nominated library as Atlanta’s Best Place to Work each year 
after rollout



5) “How we wish we’d prepared differently”

Physical layout:
● Improving lines of sight for cameras
● Lower shelving arrangements?
● Entry Lighting

Customer preparation:
● What does surveillance technology mean for privacy expectations?
● Draft and discuss user agreement 
● New uses for meeting rooms?
● Direct-line access to staff at other branches



6) Future Plans
All plan to extend open hours to other branches
● Not always with the Open+ product: larger branches may benefit from a 

light security team (especially if hardware upgrades are needed)
● Open+ is especially attractive to smaller branches, where security staff is 

cost prohibitive

All expect open hours to be the “next big thing” in public library access
● Disagreement about feasibility at largest branches 

Keeping staff hours stable! 
● Regular hours improve customer support for libraries: most reported that 

asking for staff funding is easier because circulation is higher


